NICK HAYHURST
GARDEN HOUSE
Exploring typologies of urban infill and the
application of green technologies

NICK HAYHURST

RESEARCH OUTPUT

(above) Garden House: In context
with the city
(overleaf) Overhead view of
Hanging Basket Roof

Garden House is a built work that comprises a new home, studio
and gallery for the artists and costume-makers Whitaker Malem,
the duo behind works by Allen Jones, fashion designers Hussein
Chalayan and Alexander McQueen, and leather costumes for
films such as Wonder Woman and Batman.
Completed in 2016, at which point it was one of 36 RIBA London Award
winners, 2016, the collaborative architecture project designed by the
architect Nick Hayhurst and artists Whitaker Malem is located in the De
Beauvoir Conservation Area in Hackney, north London.
The home is built on a micro-sized site of only 80m2 in an established
back garden setting behind a row of Grade-II listed, 19th century
homes. The contradiction of providing a new, two-storey space for
living and working in a protected garden setting allows the project to
explore emerging typologies of urban infill and the application of green
technologies and constructional systems in supporting high-quality
living environments in contemporary architectural design.
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(page 04) Garden House: In context
with the city
(above) External view of Hanging
Basket Roof in action
(right) Axonometric View
(page 06) Ground Floor Plan
(page 07) First Floor Plan
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(above) Internal view of first floor
studio space
(right) Internal view from the winter
garden
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(above) External view from
Buckingham Road
(page 10) Buffalozine: photoshoot
inside the works
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RESEARCH QUESTIONS

External view of Hanging
Basket Roof

1.

What form can contemporary urban infill take in central and
suburban London and how does it relate to land-use and prevailing
housing supply policies?

2.

How do contemporary approaches to urban greening affect
architectural language and expression?

3.

Is there a model for micro-scale urban housing that can positively
support active lifestyles and enhance biodiversity in the same way as
a garden does?
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RESEARCH CONTEXT

(above) Garden House: In context
with the city

The principal research context for the project is the emerging
need for new models of housing supply in central and suburban
London and how the application of green technologies and
constructional systems can support the development of highquality environments for living and working.
Local authorities face a dichotomous challenge when considering
planning strategies: housing supply trajectories rely on new housing
being constructed on small, windfall sites, however, recent changes in
land classification mean that domestic gardens are no longer considered
previously-developed land. In a city where 47 per cent of land is
green space and its perimeter protected by the Green Belt, there is
an emerging demand for innovative solutions to the provision of new
housing that maintains a garden-like character.
The project aimed to develop a model for micro-scale housing for
greater London that - like a garden - can positively support active
lifestyles, enhance well-being and promote biodiversity: a space that can
be enjoyed, activated and gardened. Similar approaches to enhancing
well-being and ecology through urban development can be seen in the
work of Eduard Francois on large scale urban development in France
and Thomas Heatherwick with urban interventions such as the ill-fated
Garden Bridge and his recent Maggie’s Centre in Leeds.
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RESEARCH PROCESS
The research process was a series of
collaborative design workshops between the
architect and artist.
As part of this process, the scale, massing and impact
of the proposed development on surrounding
gardens was considered, as well as a number of
other aspects, for example, site organisation; how
the access to daylight and outside spaces were
best achieved; and how the green spaces could be
activated, planted and maintained.
This process was developed iteratively and
collaboratively over several months and recorded in
the form of sketches, diagrams, drawings, physical
models, computerised three dimensional studies,
references to visual imagery and case study projects,
as well as a series of scaled maquettes.
Through this process, two key areas of research
emerged: the ‘hanging-basket green roof’ and the
‘spatial manipulation of the micro-site’.

HANGING BASKET ROOF
Through the collaborative workshops, the
opportunity for a habitable and ‘garden-able’ pitched
green roof - something unavailable on the open
market - emerged. Initial research focused on how
this might be achieved and issues around fabrication
and installation through a study of traditional roof
material fixing methods. This led to an approach that
we called a ‘hanging-basket roof’ where profiled
steel pieces are lapped like slates with long material
over-runs and installed from the bottom over a waterproofed, profiled substrate. This involved visits to
fabricators and craftspeople in order to understand
the opportunities and limitations of the metalwork
manufacturing processes. Further research focused
on issues such as plant type, soil depth, irrigation,
heat control and drainage. The system was tested
with a series of digital and physical models and,
finally, a 1:1 prototype that synthesised the research
strands and where both visual performance and
issues associated with fabrication and fixing could
be tested. Following the 1:1 prototype, the design
developed further to include a perforated plastic liner
and insulative layer between the metal tray and the
liner to avoid the soil overheating and more regular
bracing sheets between flanges in order to provide a
more stable outer structure to plant against.

(top) Photograph of 1:1 Prototype
(bottom) Photograph of scaled model
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(page 14 top and bottom) Drawings of
fabrication detaiI
(page 15 top) Drawing of fabrication detail
(page 15 bottom) Plan of collated
fabricated elements
(above) Section of collated fabricated elements
(right) Image of installation on site
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SPATIAL MANIPULATION OF THE
MICRO-SITE
The second area of research relates to the
manipulation of external building form and internal
spatial sequence in a confined space with limited
opportunity for conventional windows, elevations,
organisation of rooms or roof profiles. In terms of
external form, a series of scaled maquettes were used
to test different roof profiles with the final profile
comprising three different pitches that respond
to the scale of the neighbouring buildings to the
south and east, and the depth of the gardens to
the north. This created a ‘form of best fit’: a formal
negotiation between maximising the internal volume
whilst protecting of outlook over rear gardens from
neighbouring properties.
Internally, a series of sectional drawings and sketches
were developed to test how natural light would
fall and how the introduction of mirrored surfaces
and gently angled walls could distort the sense of
scale of internal space. For example, the building is
entered through a winter garden with a large skylight
lined with mirror-polished stainless steel on which
natural light ricochets around, distorting the scale
of the space, light and shadow. In plan, the sheet
shelving was wider adjacent to the entrance and
narrow against the rear wall in order to create the
perspectival illusion that the space was longer than it
really was.

(top and bottom) Internal view into the
winter garden
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(top) Scaled models of roof profiles
(bottom) Iteration drawings of section profiles
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RESEARCH INSIGHTS
The research establishes a unique and
innovative roof system for urban greening and
is an exemplar of how to create ‘environmental
net gain’ and enhance well-being on a small
domestic-scale site. There are three key
research insights:

ACTIVE URBAN GREENING
Recent green roof technology has focused on
‘additive’ components to standard - normally flat roof structures, often focusing on low-maintenance
and inactive engagement with the roof, as the green
roof primarily serves an aesthetic purpose or is
required to meet sustainability-based criteria.
Garden House extends the performative use and
architectural vocabulary of green roofs: it promotes
principles of well-being and active horticultural
engagement with the life and seasonality of the
plants on the roof: it creates a garden-able garden
on a pitched roof. The range of techniques used in
producing this work includes precision engineering
components combined with traditional forms of
installing and fixing roofing systems, and has created
a new type of green roof.

MATERIAL AND
MANUFACTURING PRACTICE
This process led to specific insights and questions
regarding the limitations of conventional disciplinary
processes. For example, it is common practice for
architects to specify ‘products’ (that are already
tested and quality-controlled by their manufacturers),
which are then assembled by tradespeople to form a
building. With Garden House, there is no ‘product’ to
specify but a raw material and fabrication processes
that the architect developed into the works,
implicitly accepting the risk of variations in finish and
dimensional tolerance.

(top) External view of Hanging
Basket Roof in action
(bottom) External view of Hanging
Basket Roof
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MICRO-SITES AS AN URBAN
TYPOLOGY
The research led to specific insights and questions
regarding the design interpretation of conflicting
aspirations within prevailing planning policy: on
the one hand to provide new homes in London
whilst on the other to protect existing green space.
Permitted back garden infill development within
London is often characterised as de-minimis in
footprint, unobtrusive in scale and apologetic in
terms of visual or material ambition. Garden House
is a bold counterpoint to all three conditions:
challenging planning policy norms and extending
the architectural language of this typology both
externally with its hanging basket roof and internally
with its manipulation of the perception of scale of
space.

(top) External view of Hanging Basket Roof
(left) Speculative typology drawing
(page 21) External view of Hanging Basket Roof
in context
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DISSEMINATION
Since its completion in 2015, the research has been disseminated through
a range of publications including books, journal articles and a variety of
professional press and mainstream media both nationally and internationally,
including publications in France, USA, Canada and Australia.
Some of these pieces have been authored by Hayhurst and feed into current professional
and academic activities and others have been researchers, policy-makers, architects and
journalists writing about the research. The research project has been the subject of lectures,
featured on a television programme (Grand Designs: House of the Year) and has been
published as a case study in a number of planning policy guidance notes at different local
authorities around the country.
The project has been the recipient of an RIBA Award and was awarded second place in
the Blueprint Innovation Awards. It was listed as one of the Architects’ Journal’s ‘Top 10
buildings of the year’ in the UK in 2016 and one of Dezeen’s ‘Top 10 Houses of the year’
(internationally) in 2016 and was the ‘most visited’ house in London Open House, 2019.
The project is used as a case study house in schools of architecture in the UK.
Beyond the built work, the wider cultural context of the project is explored through written
papers and other secondary forms of representation, some of which are academic, some of
which are industry-led.
Awards

RIBA House of the Year 2016: Finalist
Architects’ Journal Top 10 buildings of 2016
Dezeen Top 10 houses of 2016
RIBA Regional Award 2016: Winner
Blueprint Innovation Award 2016: Commended
AJ Retrofit Award2017: Shortlisted
NLA Best Home 2017: Shortlisted

Press

‘Modern Masters:…’ – The Modern House Journal – June 2017
‘Garden House by Hayhurst and Co.’ – Blueprint – March 2017
‘Hayhurst and Co creates “hanging-basket roof” for designers’ home and studio’ – Dezeen –
August 2016
‘Garden House trancends backland densification ’ – Architect’s Journal – July 2016
‘The Urban Eco Home’ – RIBA Publications – June 2016
‘Garden House / Hayhurst and Co’ – Archdaily – August 2016
‘Grand Designs: Hackney’s Garden House blooms for House of the Year’ – Evening Standard
– June 2016
‘De Beauvoir Town rooftop garden vies for RIBA Award’ – Hackney Citizen – July 2016

Planning policy
notes

Croydon
GLA
LLDC
Birmingham

Lectures

Scott Sutherland School of Architecture, Robert Gordon University, Aberdeen, 2018
Duncan of Jordanstone School of Art, University of Dundee, Dundee, 2017
School of Architecture and Design, University of Brighton, 2017
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Grand Designs: House of the Year
Presenter Kevin McCloud
considers the Hanging
Basket Roof
Boundless Productions
Lecture publicity
Scott Sutherland School of
Architecture
Robert Gordon University,
Aberdeen
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(overleaf)
Detail of Hanging
Basket Roof
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